Item #: SCP-252
Object Class: Safe
Special Containment Procedures: SCP-252 poses no physical threat. As such, the standard
containment procedure for inert Safe-class anomalies is to be applied to SCP-252. As of writing this
document (██-██-████), SCP-252 is contained in a hangar in Site-76. However, due to the ease
of use of SCP-252, the item should be constantly guarded by armed guards.
All testing involving SCP-252 is to be held in a 50Km no-flight zone. Any reports of sightings of
SCP-252 or its ability to enter SCP-252-2 are to be discredited, with the use of amnesiacs
authorized.
Description: SCP-252 appears to be a futuristic-looking plane, with a length of 20.48m, a width of
12.6m and a height of 4.10m, weighting 8,098Kg. The serial numbers as well as the different
markings throughout the parts comprising SCP-252 match no known manufacturer or aircraft
operator known to the foundation. The plane is supposedly manufactured by “Neucom Inc.” and is
labelled as an “R101”. The plane appears to carry 2 currently unidentified air-to-air radar guided
missiles as well as a machine gun similar to the ones found on [DATA EXPUNGED].
SCP-252 by itself features a few anomalous properties, besides its unknown origin. 3D modelling
of the aircraft and simulation of its aerodynamic properties are suggesting that the aircraft should
not be able to fly. The propulsion system also appears to work without requiring any sort of fuel.
SCP-252 demonstrates an extreme stability, enabling it to perform extremely advanced manoeuvrers
that would normally be impossible, even in the realm of fantasy, as well as a complete silence in
flight. The aircraft also appears to feature extremely advanced stealth capabilities, even though its
configuration and materials are not at this time reported to provide such capabilities.
The cockpit, referred to as SCP-252-1, is not yet understood by the Foundation. SCP-252 lacks a
glass cockpit, and appears to feature cameras on the hull instead. SCP-252 doesn’t feature any
control system. The pilot seat, however, appears to be connected to some kind of helmet. The pilot,
when wearing the helmet, will undergo a complete unresponsiveness state until the plane lands.
However, testing indicates that the brain activity of the pilot will increase by a factor of 7, possibly
leading to irreversible damage to brain tissues in prolonged flights.
When wearing the helmet, the cockpit will shut. From this point, an audio feed from the cockpit will
be transmitted on frequency ██████. The pilot will report “being” the plane, flying it extremely
easily with his thoughts, even without preliminary training. The video feed from the pilot’s “view”
will be transmitted on frequency ██████. When asked how they managed to fly SCP-252, the
pilots reported the flight being “natural” as if “they were not flying the plane, they were the plane”.
During experiment 252-12 (see the attached detailed report for more informations), which consisted
of two tests aiming to establish a speed limit for SCP-252, the plane briefly disappeared when it
reached ████ m/s, even though video and audio contact was maintained, in what appeared to be
another universe. Seconds after the disappearance, lots of static were noticed on both the audio and
video feedback, but completely disappeared after a voice reported “Entering the Elektrosphere”.

The Elektrosphere (referred to as SCP-252-2) appears to be a 3-dimensional virtual world, with no
reported limits. While SCP-252 and its pilot appear to be fine, SCP-252-2 is currently not yet
understood and further testing is required to determine its nature.

Upon reaching the same speed as before entering SCP-252-2,
video and audio feedback are compromised by static. After a
few seconds, the links go back to normal, and SCP-252
reappears at its previous location conserving its physical
characteristics.
SCP-252-2 as seen
from the live video feed

